Some biopolymer gelation process shows an inflection point (IP) in a growth curve of a rheological observable. In this note, a kinetic treatment is presented for such a second-order food reaction process dx/dt=K2(1-x)2 where a general observable o grows with reaction degree x through the power-law type mixing rule oV=(1-x)ovR+xovP. For-1<v<1, the observable-time curve could possess IP at o*= (1-v)1/v(1+v)-1/voP and K2t*=2-1(1+v)V-1(1-(oR/oP)v)-1 with the maximum growth rate do/dt|t*=22(1-v)(1/v)-1(1+v)-(1/v)-1v (1-(oR/oP)v)-1oPK2. These results show that OR dependence disappears in the product (1+K2t*) do/dt|t*. The whole o-t curve is linearized with the transformation(ovP-ovR) (ovP-ov)-1=1+K2t. The case of v=0 is compensated with a logarithmic type (In o) mixing rule.
Introduction
Recently, inspired from the viscosity growth behavior observed in alkali gelatinization of rice starch [1, 2] , the present author provided a theoretical analysis [3] for the kinetics of an observable 0 in the first-order reaction (R [3] . Subsequenly, through somewhat formal discussion, i.e. without using the explicit solution x(t) of the reaction rate equation, this formula for IP was shown to be extended to 0*= ((1-v)/(1-(1-n)v))1/V0p for general n-th order reaction [4] .
Among general higher-order(n•¬2) reactions, however, the actual food reaction that most likely occurs would be of second-order
Here K2 (>0) denotes a rate constant. Such a secondorder reaction is often seen in biopolymer gelation caused by binary collisions of polymer chains [5] . For most readers, it might therefore be more helpful to show the concrete procedure for the kinetic treatment of the second-order reaction (2), as was done for the first-order reaction [3] .
For example, Lopes da Silva et al. studied the gelation process of high-methoxyl pectins/sucrose system by means of dynamic rheological measurement [6] and obtained at an isothermal condition the storage modulus (G' )-time curves possessing IP. They regarded the gelation process as a second-order reaction, but did not estimate the rate constant K2 through a kinetic procedure for the whole isothermal G'-t data. In order to study the rate constant through the analysis of G'-t data, one must anyhow relate the rheological observable with the reaction rate equation (2) . This role could be played by the power-law mixing rule of observable in Eq. (1).
In this note, we would present a kinetic treatment of an increasing observable (0R<0<0p) In such a second-order reaction process with the power-law mixing rule (1).
Although some results for IP will be included in the previous ones (n=2) derived for a general-order case [4] , we expect the contents of this note to serve for an actual kinetic analysis of the second-order food reaction system. 
from which follows the growth rate of relative observable
The second derivative of 0 is then calculated with the result 
where disappears the dependence on OR. K2 can then be computed from t* and dO/dt|t* by solving Eq. (12), and it is also possible to infer the value of OR from Eq. (10).
In this way, we would have two sets of kinetic parameters (v, K2) (and of 0R) predicted only from the data (0*/0p, t*, dO/dt|t*) observed experimentally at IP and at the equilibrium.
In Fig. 2 
A logarithmic case
An exceptional case (v=0) of the power-law rule (1) is compensated with the logarithmic rule [3, 4] In0=(1-x)In 0R+x In 0P
In terms of the dimensionless variables, this reads
Putting the second-order solution x(t) into Eq.
and taking the first and the second derivatives with respect to time, we obtain
Eqs. (15) and (16) Similary, the whole curve characterized with the logarithmic rule (14) can be linearized with the relation (ln 0p-ln 0R)(ln 0p-ln 0)-1=1+K2t (18) that will serve for estimating K2 from the whole o-t data.
In the actual application to the second-order reaction such as gelation of biopolymers, a general observable o might be replaced with some rheological variable such as a storage (loss) modulus G' (G") . However, the analysis procedure presented above could in principle apply to any second-order reaction system with any growing observable including non-rheological ones.
